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SuEnuary: Autoaiorphisms of properly graded coalgebras are characterized, and

applications to the Umbral Calculus, and its analogs, are exhibited.

§1 Definitions and examples

A f-ccalgebra is a triple C:=(V, e, A), where V is a K-vector space, e:V-+K and

A:V-+V8V are linear maps, called the ooimit and the oomuttiptication, respec-

tively, such that the following diagrams commute:

V<?K

I®e ootcn-Ctary property

K^V ̂ V®V

^V®V

IAOI

-V

&1

v®v
I®&

SV<!

coassoozattv-ity.

^v®v®v

I"' /^.t
The d'^at algsbra of the coalgebra C:=(V, e, A) is the triple C :=(V , i, u),

where i:=e* and \i is the restriction of A" to the canonical imbedding of
^ ^ _ _^

V'8V' into (V8V)'. i and p are called the identity map and the muttiptioation.

Now suppose V has a countable basis Cb;), ieN, and define E::V-*K, A:V-^V®V

such that'

and

£<bi):=6i,0

Mb^):= , Z__ a^^b^b^
1 h^T ".'

where the structure coeffi.oi.ents a^ ,^ & K satisfy

(l) ah. 0=a0,k=l
ai-iu

(2) a^ -a, . . , -=ai. . ..-a-
, J'h+j, k "h. j+k"j,k

then, C:=(V, e, A) is a coalgebra which will be named a {co')graded coalgebra.
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In the dual algebra CT identity and multiplication are defined as follows:

i(c):'cb^
^?bj):=ai. jbi. j _. . . " ..

(recall that ^b?) is a pseudobasis for the vector space V endowed of a suit_

able topology).
In the following we shall identify V and V'with Kv"/and K". respectively. i. e.
the elements of V will be regarded as sequences of scalars. with finite sup-

port. while the elements of V'will be regarded as sequences (c^), i. e H of
scalars or "series" ^-^ c, b\ The canon zeal fcases (b^) and (b^) are

1  ? M LI ^
b, =*, :=(5_ , ).
i - 1. ' n,i

Example 1

Setting a^^=l for every h'kfeH we get a 8raded coalgebra C called the staoz-
dard (oo)o'orrrutative coatgebra or the ooalgebra of divided peters. The dual
algebra C is the algebra of formal power series.
Example 2

Let char(S)=0 and set a^ :=[h^k)= we get a graded coalgebra C called the b^
nomiat or polynomiat ooalgebra.

Example 3 . .

LeT^h:r(K)=p and set ̂ ^(^]^ ,.. .^ coalgebra is called the mod p-
bincrrial or nod p-polynomial ooa1-gebra.

Example 4

Let char(l)_=0 and set 0^:=1 and, recursively, (n+1)^:=n^(l+q+-. -+q
n-1

) ; now
Let char (.1. ^=0 and sec u^;=L allu' K=--ui. o^-v<-^j, , v» -/q. --^

:=Th+k1 :=(h+k)!/h!k!. This coalgeb.ra is called the q-euleri:an or q-
,k' l. k lq' '" 'q' q q ~ . .

ncrm. at coalgsbra.

Example 5

Let Y:=(c, )6V<< be a sequence such that yc ^l and c^O for every ie N; for

every h. k£N let us define ^^==c^/c^^. These structure coefficients de-
fine a coalgebra which will be called the y-nomal coalgebra. In the following,
the natrix whose entries are the a^^'s now defined will be denoted by A^.
If char(K)=0 and c^i! or c^i^, we'get Example 2 and Example 4. respectively.
in t>, e following. »e »U1 denoL by C^ the Y-no^al co. lgebra, for a ^ven
sequence y, and by C^ the standard cocommutative coalgebra.

A graded coalgebra wUl be c. lK.d p^p. r or p^p. riy 9^d " i" '"uccu"
coefficients satisfy

l72. 4 and 5 are examples of properly graded coalgebras. while 3 . s not.

Mo'reover, 5 is a prototypical example, because of the following result:
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Theorem I

Let A:=(a, . ) be the matri-K whose entries are the structure coefficients of
(

a properly graded K-coalgebra: then A=A , where y:=(c^) and
i-l

c°:-1 . ^'ua^-

Proof By conditions (I), (2) and (3) we get, for every h, k H:

h+k-1
nai.ii=6- Lfi

ah, k ° tFT k-1

TYai. i7^ai.i
i»6 i'1 i=0 i>L

and this gives the assertion.

Theorem 1 allows us to show that any two properly graded K-coalgebras are

isomorphic. In fact, we have:

Theorem 2 .

Let C and C, be properly graded coalgebras over V, -related to the sequeri
Y Y " <(*. ^c

ces -Y:=(c;) and Y';=(c'. ), and let Cj and Cj, be their dual algebras: then the
.L *. « *Y .. -Y.

map? <{>:V-+V and its-du'al (J)T. :V--*V defined by

<t>(bi):=^~bi

and **<-:) :-^-bl
are a coalgebra isomorphism of C and C , and an algebra isomorphism of C ,

If
and C. ~,. respectively. BI

We recall that the Hadcanard product El and the Hadanard div-Csi-on [Q of two se-

quences (or series) p:=(r^) and o:=(s^) are defined as
p8o:=(r^s^)

(TTo:=(r_. /s_. ) if s:^0.
Xl. 1-

Let us denote by pxo and p the product and the power performed in the alge^
bra C dual of the properly graded coalgebra C^^ and by pxo and p the pro-

duct and the power perform. ".d in the algebra of formal power series; c'nen, by

Theorem 2, we get:
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Corollary 3

For every p and ofeV'we have:

(A)
(5)

P^o=((p(?}Y)x(o(:h'))i3Y
P"Y =(p(DY)nB»Y.

Corollary 4

In the algebra C^, dual of the properly graded coalgebra C^ related to the
sequence -Y;=(c,-)> the following identity holds:

(6) ^l)ny=cnbn .
which implies that b is a pseudogenerator of C . B

§2 Automorphisms

In -order to characterize and represent the group of all automorphisms of a

properly graded coalgebra, we first recall the following result (see [I] ):

Theorem 5 . . .

The linear map <)>:V-^V is an automorphism of the properly graded coalgebra C
if and only if its dual map ^ :V'--V i-s a continuous automorphism of the

dual algebra C . -

For any'given two series'p:=(r^) and o:=(s^), with SQ=O, we define the formal
composition as usual by

(7) P°° := ^- ai° .
ieN

If Y:=(c. ), c. ^0 is given, the -^-composition is defined by

(8) P^o := Z- (a^/c^)onY = P°(OE}Y) .

Theorem 6

Let C* be the dual algebra of the properly graded coalgebra C^ related to the
"Y * ... ^ /li-(<

sequence y:=(c. ), c. ^0; then the continuous automorphisms of C^ are the maps
1 L «

Vs p ->po0

where o:=(s, ), s^=0, s^O, and conversely.
1.

Proof Let <(> be a continuous automorphi-sm of C^ and set o:=<(>(.b^^-=(. s^^:

it is easy to see that SQ=O, s^O and for every pfcV: 4>(p)=p^o .
Conversely, if o=(s^), 3^=0, s^^O, the map <(> sending poO to each peV is clea^r

a continuous endomorphism of C* which can be proved to be invertible by re-
Y , 11 ^Y

cursively computing - because s ^0 - the "Y-compositional inverse" o
^Y _ L*

that o'oO = Opo' = a
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An invertible series will be a series o:=-(s^. ) such that s^-0 and s^O: the
preceding result can be rephrased as follows: the continuoug automorphisms
of the algebra C are precisely the Y-compositions with invertible series.
Given an invertible series a and a series y:»(c ), c^O, the y-recursive ma
tri-x with recurence rule a will be the . xH-matrix R^(o) whose rows are the

sequences of the coefficients of ony. If c =1 for every i N, the matrix will
be denoted by R(o) and it will be called a recursive matrix.

areThe symbol D will denote the HxN-matrix whose entries (m, , )

mh, k:a Vh,k
vhere (c,. )a f.

4< i

Let us denote by U and U^ the automorphism group of C and the group of all

continuous automorphisms of C_ , with Y:=(c^. ), c^. ^O. Ff c. =l we will set

U :- U^. The preceding results give us the following representation theorem:

I

Theorem 7

Let i^&U^; the matrix M which represent ij> with respect to the canonical ba-
sis (b. ) is " . . ' .

.

M=(D, )~IXR^(O)=(D^)~IXR(OQY)XD/(9)
vhere a :=<fr (b, ).

Proof .Let us regard the elements of V as column-sequences with finite support,"

and the elements of V as row-sequences: then M represents both <(» and ^ ; by
results 4, 5 and 6 we get that the rows of-M. are

<j)y(bT)=^(l/c^(b^)1 m

Denote by R the set of all recursive matrices: the preceding result proves

chat R is a group, under matrix multiplication, and that R and (D_) xR<D re-

present U and U , with respect to thecanori-cal basis (b. ).

53 Convolutorial bases

A graded basis is a basis (v;) of V such that

(10)

(11)
(12)

' i7^i 1>J J
> i implies d. . =0

i,J
d. , / 0 .
i.i

with

and

A graded basis will be said to be homogeneous when, for every i6H

(13) d, ^ - 0.
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A graded basis (v. ) will be called a oonvolutorial basis of type (y, n), with
Y:=(c;), n:=(e;), c^O^ d;, or a (y, r\)-basis for short, if

I 1- 1.

(14) A v,^°^ra h. kvhV, ®V,

where A. is the comultiplication in the properly graded coalgebra C^, and the

a'. , are the structure coefficients of the properly graded coalgebra C^.

Characterizing all (y, Y)-bases, for a given y, is equivalent to find all the

linear maps TeAut(V) mapping the canonical basis into a graded basis and

preserving the structure coefficients of the comultiplication A : such maps

are nothing but the automorphisms of the coalgebra C This proves the follo^

wing result:

Theorem 8

A graded basis (v. ):=(T(b. )), with TeAut(V), is a (y, Y)-basis, for a given y,
if and only if. T (D)~iR xD. HE

Similarly, we can easily prove that:

Theorem 9 . .

A graded basis (v. ):=(T(b. )), with TeAut(V), is a (Y, n)-basis, for given y. n,

if and only if T (D) x RxD . . Bi

Corollary 10

E-^ery (y, n)-basis is a homogeneous basis. HI

§4 The Umbral Calculus and its analogs

In the Unfcral Calculus, K i-s a field of characteristic zero, V is the vector

space l^-,, and V >V is K: . The canonical basis of V is (x").
A very natural comultiplicati'on in Kp ̂  is the map A^ defined by
(15) p(x)^j>(y+z),
whose structure coefficients, with respect to the canonical basis, are the

usual binomial coefficients (see Example 2), and hence TT:=(p^) with p^;=i-! .
A graded basis (p. ) is said to be of binomial type if

d6) \ (p, )= I_. (h;h)ph(y)pk<z)-
h+k=i

la the vein of the previous section, binomial bases are precisely the (TT, TT)-
bases.
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In fact, the Umbral Calculus is - roughly speaking - the study of the coal-

gebra C defined above, that is the study of K^- ^ under the action of the so-
."_ - n. . .'. . . .' - lx^
called Umbral Group, which, in our terminology is U , or - equivalently -

the study of the dual algebra C of the exponential series.

After the papers by G. C. Rota and co-workers, many different analogs of the

Uiabral Calculus have been proposed. Among them, only two classes look have

the features to be properly traited as effective analogs of the Umbral Calcu-

lus. In the light of section 3, we can describe them as follows:

a) for a given y:=(c. ), c. ^0, let A be the comultiplication whose structure

coefficients with respect to (x ) are the entries of A. (see Ex&naple 5).

A graded basis is said to be of y-GJ-type (following [7] ) if the structure
coefficients of A with respect to it are still the entries of \ .

These bases are precisely the (Y, y)-bases.

b) for a given y:=(c. ), c. ^0, a graded basis will be called of ^-BBN-type if,

with respect to it, the structure coefficients of the "natural" comultiplica-
tion A_ are the entries of the matrix A. (cfr. C53).

In these two cases the typical concepts of the Umbral Calculus can be develop^

ped to build up an effective analog of the Umbral Calculus, while the same is

not possible for other suggested analogs.

The analogs we described above are easily generalized as follows: a graded

basis of Kr.^ is called a basis of fYjHj -type if it is a (y, n)-basis.
,XJ .

In a forthcoming paper we shall develop an "analog" for these types, which

generalizes both GJ- and BBN- analogs.
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